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ABSTRACT

Intensity of Cross-Modal Mean Discrimination

in Academic Achievers and Under-achievers •

Jime 1970

Grant C. Drakeford, B.Ed., University of Western

Australia, M.Ed., University of Calgary

Directed by Dr. Harry Schumer

The study was designed to demonstrate the cross-modal generalization

of a meaning discrimination difference between academic achievers and

under-achievers observed by Drakeford and Snider (1970) with verbal

stimuli. To this end 24 college achievers and 24 college under-achievers

were compared on a meaning discrimination task using both auditory and

visual stimuli.

In both the auditory and visual stimulus situations, significant

differences were observed in the discrimination task in favor of the

achievers. The data supported the Drakeford and Snider (1970) finding

in the case of both stimulus modalities, although the effect was more

pronounced with the auditory than with the visual stimuli.

The implications for a theory of under-achievement were analyzed

and some practical applications of the results to current educational

practice discussed.



Chapter I

Introduction

Multidimensional analyses of personality syndromes and family his-

tory profiles of under-achieving college students have long been fashion-

able areas of educational discourse and research. The ready availability

of academic records and subjects have made the issue a favorite focus for

dissertations in the areas of psychology and education. Such studies

have done much to describe the under-achieving student, his background

and his current plight in college.

The current study while similarly a dissertation on under-achieve-

ment, follows a very different strategy. The following pages describe a

piece of basic research designed to elucidate an aspect of cognitive func-

tioning thought relevant to the problem of under-achievement . The re-

search described is basic to the extent that it utilizes isolated labor-

atory performance of the under-achiever on a somewhat molecular judgement

task as the crucial variable, but it has applied implications, in that it

pertains to the entire spectrum of stimulus input for the under-achiever.

One of the more interesting outcomes of the multidimensional

approaches to college under-achievement is the inference that under-

achievers may differ from achievers in some gross cognitive functioning

variable which may be termed "cognitive rigidity." Davids (1963) has

demonstrated that under-achievers "tend to be rigid and inflexible in

their approach to new information and changes in their cognitive field"

in pursuing this notion of differing cognitive styles O'Jonovan
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(1965) suggests that such rigidity

is best studied by measuring lack of
differentiation between responses in
two or more functionally dissimilar sit-
uations

This hint at the need for a more molecular approach was capitalized upon

in a study by Drakeford and Snider (1970). This research concerned the

possibility that the tendency on the part of academic under-achievers to

respond in a cognitively rigid style was indicative of their failure to

discriminate the uniquely meaningful aspects of their environment. Given

two stimuli of differing levels of meaningfulness the achiever was found

to display a finer degree of discrimination between the stimuli than did

the under-achiever. This study suggests strongly that the critical issue

of meaningfulness lies not with the stimuli per se but with the subject

and his ability to discriminate between stimuli. This notion finds sup-

port in Campbell and Chapman (1967) who. have pointed out that meaningful-

ness is not just a property of stimuli but rather it is "determined jointly

by the stimuli and what is happening in the learner's head."

For Drakeford and Snider (1970) the variable "meaning discrimination"

was considered an attribute of the individual. More specifically the in-

terest of the study was in the ways achiever vs under-achievers discrim-

inate stimuli which have been previously determined as being of high or

low meaningfulness for others. The underlying assumption of this approach

are that the individual must live and achieve in an environment dominated

by the ineanings of others and that a failure to discriminate meaning as

do others may be fundamental to under-achievement.

This meaning discrimination difference, '..'hen viewed in the context
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of the previous research is suggestive of the more general cognitive style

variable referred to above. However the Drakeford and Snider (1970) study

used verbal stimuli in a laboratory setting and before differences in

meaning discrimination can be seriously related to a concept as molar as

"rigidity of cognitive style" it would seem essential that such differences

be tested for cross-modal generality. In other words if we are to realis-

tically discuss a variable of cognitive style, the above meaning discrim-

ination difference must first be demonstrated with a wider variety of stim-

ulus input modalities than those pertaining merely to verbal material.

The demonstration of just such a cross modal pervasiveness of the meaning

discrimination effect is the focus of the present study.



Chapter II

Review of Literature

Under-achievement Educational psychologists have long been per-

plexed by the inferior academic performance on the part of students who

otherwise evidence superior intellectual capacity. Unfortunately research

on academic under-achievement has "typically been insignificant in its

findings and inconsistent in its explanations" (Hummill and Sprinthall,

1965) .

Investigations of the under-achievement problem have tended to

focus on three areas (a) student personality (McCandless, 1947; McClel-

land, Atkinson, Clark and Lowell, 1953; Morgan 1952; Cough, 1964; Gill

and Spilka, 1962 etc.) (b) parental attitudes to academic performance

(Gough, 1953; Haggard, 1957; Sandefur and Bigge 1966; Kimball, 1953 etc.)

and (c) socioeconomic correlates of academic achievement (Douvan, 1956;

Milner, 1951; Gill and Spilka, 1962, Friedenburg, 1959; etc.).

Most of these studies have been multivariate analyses of multi-

dimensional personality, attitude, interest and value scales. Typical of

the conclusions of such studies is a summary statement made by Gough (1964)

the personological basis for differential
achievement at the high school level which
seems indicated by our findings is one in
which there is a sensitivity to and an
acceptance of social values but with reten-
tion of individuality, a cathexes of con-
structive endeavor, and an initial advan-
tage in talent ( P 179)

.

Following a similar study with Mexican - American secondary school stu-

icls Gill and Spilka (1962) concluded

achievers manifested reliably less hostility

and more social maturity, intellectual effi-

ciency and conformity to rules (P j.44)
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Sandefur and Gigge (1966), in concluding an investigation of the Relation-

ship between recognized problems of adolescents and school achievement,

established that school achievement was inversely related to the number of

school, home, family, social, and personal problems "sensed" by the stu-

dent. In a study using the Mooney Problem Check List De Sena (1966) found

that under-achievers showed less concern in the areas of finances, living

conditions and employment than did over-achievers and in fact had fewer

problems in social-psychological relations than did the over-achievers.

Papers such as these few cited are most typical of the area and they

make clear why the words "inconsistent" and "insignificant" have been used

to describe this area of educational research. The bulk of these studies

are strictly correlational "fishing trips", quite devoid of a theoretical

base. Their staple diet is student cumulative record cards and their pro-

duct, for scientific behavior prediction, essentially nil.

Such a literature base provides, at best, a limited footing upon

which to build a program of basic research. Consequently it is necessary

to leave the formal under-achievement literature to pursue the genesis of

the theoretical framework upon which the present study has been built.

Cognitively Rigidity As has been stated in the introduction the

focus of the present study is on meaning discrimination and that interest

in this variable is based upon its relationship to the more molar concept

of rigidity of cognitive style.

The evolution of this relationship follows an indlrecc but inter-

esting path. The present investigation can be traced to a series of



studies which were initially designed to investigate a cognitive-linguis-

tic variable called "all-inclusive conceptualization." All-inclusive

conceptualization is defined as a tendency to respond in terms of absolute

or over-generalized language. It is the tendency to use such terms as

"all," "always," "never," and "forever." As shall be seen, this notion

of all-inclusive conceptualization was to become subsumed under the more

molar concept of cognitive style following further analysis. However the

process by which this occurred is directly revelant to the background of

the present study and would seem an appropriate point at which to begin a

literature review.

The impetus for the research into the all-inclusiveness variable has

come from the area of general semantics. A number of investigators liave

argued for the importance of the linguistic content variable of all-in-

clusive conceptualization. Hayakawa (1943) has obser^/ed that the indivi-

dual who is too all-inclusive, is likely to misjudge the environment,

since he will not be flexible enough to change with a changing environment.

Johnson (1946) suggested that such a tendency may lead to various per-

sonal maladjustments when he wrote:

Previous mention has been made of allness
terms , such as all

, everyone
, nobody

, every ,

never, absolutely , etc. Language spoken
during moments of anger or despair or other
relatively profound affective states appears
to be particularly characterized by such terms.
They give to language a character which re-
flects what is usually referred to as digma-
tism, or stubbomess, inflexibility, (P 515)

Ar.w»Lher general-semanticist
, Korzybski (1948) has argued dia" dll-inclu-

slve conceptualization is one of the major pitfalls of language which may



lead to very general misevaluations of reality. Unfortunately, the

general-semanticists have been more inclined towards speculation than em-

pirical study. Consequently, it is not surprising to find the principal

experimental work in this area to have followed the language aspects of

the variable.

In a study designed to analyze the various personality correlates of

certain language behaviours, Brodsky (1964) measured all-inclusive con-

ceptualization in the form of allness terms . These allness terms he de-

fined as being extreme and polarized statements or words such as "always"

and "none what-so-ever. " The frequency of these allness terms Brodsky

found to be significantly related to repression, a variable defined by

Brodsky as the use of denial and avoidance as adaptation to stress.

This relationship of all-inclusiveness to stress was also upheld in

a study by Osgood and Walker (1959) who analyzed the suicide notes of

successful suicides. The investigators compared samples of written lan-

guage of the successful suicides with the actual suicide notes written.

It was hypothesized that due to the severe stress that precipitated the

suicide, the suicide note should contain significantly more allness terms

than language written at an earlier date. This hypothesis was upheld.

While the previously mentioned authors have shown passing interest

In all-inclusive conceptualization, the only systematic attempt at its

evaluation can be found in the work of J. G. Snider. He not only con-

structed instruments for its measurement, but also embarked upon a system-

at^ r study of its correlates.

Snider (1964b, 1964c) has constructed two instruments for measuring

all-inclusiveness. The first of these was ba::ed cn a hypothesis that a



tendency toward all-inclusive conceptualizing might be revealed by

responses showing preferences for one word or the other, of pairs of

words somewhat similar in meaning and yet where one of each pair is an

all-inclusive term and the other is not. .It is assumed that in this sit-

uation, the person who tends toward all-inclusive conceptualizing will

show a preference for the all-inclusive terms. Such pairs as "seldom-

never" and sometlmes-always" are examples. The test consisted of forty

items, twenty-five crucial items and fifteen distractor items. Snider

found his test of all-inclusive conceptualization to yield reliability

figures of 0.81 to 0.88. The validity of the test was established by

correlating the total score on the test with word counts of all-inclu-

sive terms found in samples of free writing of high school pupils. 3y

such a method a moderate correlation coefficient of 0.42 was obtained.

The second test of all-inclusive conceptualization constructed by

Snider consisted of 100 statements of the type "teachers are strict" or

"ministers are good men" to which the subject is asked to respond true

or false. The all-inclusiveness score is simply the total number of

Statements answered true, since it is assumed that in answering true to

such general statements, the individual is acceding to all-inclusiveness

or over-generalization. Reliability coefficients calculated for this

test ranged from 0.93 to 0.94. Using the two above-mentioned tests,

Snider (1964c) proceeded to investigate the relationship between all-

inclusive conceptualization and stereotyping. The idea for the study

Atw^oe from the observation that stereotypes (such statemtiics "Scots-

men are miserly") are usually stated in actual or implied all-inclusive-
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terms. The general question of the study concerned whether or not those

who tend toward an excessive use of all-inclusive terms, such as "all,"

••always," and "never" will also tend to stereotype more than usual. The

subjects participating in the study were 292 randomly chosen tenth grade

high school students of approximately similar socio-economic conditions,

educational levels and age.

To these subjects, two instruments were administered. The Snider

Test of All-inclusive Conceptualization, involving the choice of pairs of

all-inclusive words and secondly, the Stautland (1959) Test of Stereoty-

ping. This latter test, constructed after the manner of Osgood's (1957)

Semantic Differential, places the respondent in a situation of judging

various concepts (Englishmen, Chinese, Americans, Mexicans, Norwegia-.s)

in regard to pairs of polar terms (practical—impractical, cruel—kind,

intelligent—dumb, inferior—superior
, happy—sad, dirty—clean, brave-

cowardly, warlike—peace loving, honest—dishonest , and lazy—hardworking)

.

The result upheld the hypothesis of a significant relationship between

stereotyping and all-inclusive conceptualization. Of the results of this

study. Snider states:

While the results of the study suggest
that the use of all-inclusive terms is a cor-
relate of stereotyping, it is by no means clear
whether or not there is any causal relationship
between the two variables . Both the use of

all-inclusive terms and the tendency to stereo-
type may be merely symptons of a more general
'tendency to be all-inclusive.' It may be, how-
ever, that the use of all-inclusive terms is a

contributing factor in stereotyping. More exper-
imental work needs to be done to answer s\--'-» i

question, but the results of the present study

suggest that such an undertakiiig might be worth-
while. (Snider 1964c, p. 173)
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In an effort to further elucidate the ways In which all-inclusive

conceptualization can effect a person's view of the world, Snider (1966)

conducted a study designed to analyze the relationship between all-in-

clusive conceptualization and intensity of meaningfulness . The rationale

for the study inheres in the observation that the individual who over-

generalizes, is paying less attention than others to the unique, mean-

ingful qualities of the environment. Hence it should follow that all-in-

clusive conceptualization is a correlate of meaningfulness

.

To test this hypothesis, sixty-eight university students were pre-

sented with two tasks. Firstly they were asked to rate two "high mean-

ingful" words (words to which there are a high number of associations)

and two "low meaningful" words (words to which there are few associations)

on three semantic differential scales. The second task was to choose a

word from each of two lists of words. One list was judged to be all-in-

clusive (e.g. "all," "none," "always," "never") and the other flexible

(e.g. "many," "some," "few," "often," "sometimes," "seldom,"). The words

in the list were chosen so as to be equated for their frequency of use,

since there is a high correlation between Noble's Meaningfulness Measure

and frequency of use as shown in Thomdike-Lorge Word Count (1944). The

control of word frequency was to ensure that choices of all-inclusive

words were not based on frequency of word counts.

The results were analyzed by dividing the subjects into two cate-

gories on the basis of the difference in their scores on the "high mean-

lr.gful" and "low meaningful" words." This procedure assu-cJ Lliac those

subjects who showed a smaller difference between their scores on the
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"high meaningful" and "low meaningful" words were responding less intense-

ly to meaning. According to the hypothesis, these subjects should show a

greater preference for all-inclusive terms than the subjects who showed a

more intense differentiation between "high meaningful" and "low meaningful"

words. These latter subjects were considered to be exhibiting a greater

Intensity of response to meaningfulness and it was hypothesized that such

subjects should show a preference for more flexible terms. These hypothe-

ses were upheld by the data. The overall pattern indicated that all-in-

clusive conceptualization was related to the intensity of making a dis-

tinction between "high meaningful" and "low meaningful" material. In dis-

cussing these findings. Snider made some interesting comments.

He noted that while the causal relationship between all-inclusive

conceptualization and meaning fulness were not clear from this initial

study, it was reasonable to suppose:

. . . that where there is little meaning-
fulness for the individual he begins to over-
generalize and to prefer all-inclusive concep-
tualization. Such might be the case where stim-
uli are ambiguous or where tasks are too diffi-
cixlt. (Snider 1966, p. 284)

Having established the relationship between all-inclusive conceptual-

ization and intensity of meaningfulness , Snider and Drakeford (1967) em-

barked on a study aimed at relating all-inclusive conceptualization to the

complex variable of scholastic under-achievement. Under-achievement was

hypothesized as still one more of the correlates of all-inclusive concep-

tualization. It was reasoned that academic under-achievers would be more

likely than academic achievers to be all-inclusive in conceptualizing since

they are manifesting maladaptive responses which might well be partly a
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function of such poor habits as the tendency to be all-inclusive and hence

indiscriminant in their response to meaningfulness

.

To test the hypothesis a measure of all-inclusive conceptualization

was administered to seventy-two high school achievers and seventy-two high

school under-achievers matched for intelligence, grade and sex. Achieve-

ment and under-achievement was determined by recording teacher grades and

Otis Gamma IQ scores for all pupils, normalizing the distributions and the

deriving 't' scores for both achievement and capacity. The individual was

considered an under-achiever if his achievement score was more than one

standard deviation below his capacity score. Comparison of the two groups

on the test of all-inclusive conceptualization showed significant differ-

ences in the direction predicted. Once again the authors concluded that

the causal relationships between the principal variables were unclear.

The problem of whether all-inclusive conceptualization tends to produce

under-achievement or the consequences of under-achievement are so threat-

ening as to produce a defense of over-generalization, requires further

elucidation.

Drakeford (1967) investigated the relationship between various "in-

clusiveness" tests, rigidity tests and the Snider All-inclusiveness scales

by means of factor analysis. The resulting factor structure showed Sni-

der scales loading on a common factor which was labeled "cognitive rigid-

ity" due to the mutually high loadings of the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale,

the C.P.I. Flexibility Scale, the "R" Scale of Acquiescence and the Rudin

Response Set Scale.

As a result of the above factor analysis and the previously mentioned
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studies on all-inclusive conceptualization Snider and Drakeford (1968)

reconsidered the notion of "all-inclusive conceptualization". They de-

cided their scales and hence their results to that point as pertaining to

"a general unidimensional variable which is loaded in the direction of

•rigidity" and which is cognitive in nature" (Snider and Drakeford, 1968) .

In other words it became apparent that all-inclusive conceptualization

was one aspect of a more global concept of cognitive style.

Meaning Discrimination in Academic Achievers and Under-achievers In

view of the change in orientation of the research, the relationship be-

tween academic achievement and all-inclusive conceptualization (Snider and

Drakeford 1967) may be considered indicative of a tendency towards rigid

cognitive style on the part of the under-achievers. Supporting evidence

can be found in the work of Davids (1963) who demonstrated that under-

achievers . . . "tend to be rigid and inflexible in their approach to new

information and changes in their field." 0 'Donovan (1965) suggests that

such rigidity

is best studied by measuring lack of differen-
tiation between responses in two or more func-
tionally dissimilar situations In this
discussion situations differing in meaningful-
ness have been stressed (P 362)

Just such a study was carried out by Drakeford and Snider (1970) and

concerned the possibility that the tendency on the part of academic under-

achievers to respond in terms of all-inclusive language, that is in a cog-

nitively rigid style was indicative of their failure to discriminate the

uniquely meaningful aspects of their environment. Given two stimuli of

differing levels of meaning fulness the achievar was found to display a
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finer degree of discrimination between the stimuli than did the under-

achiever.

There is of course a much wider and more established line of research

which emphasizes the importance of verbal meaningfulness to learning (Aus-

ubel and Youssef 1963; Ausubel and Fitzgerald 1961, 1962; Ausubel 1963;

Campbell and Chapman 1967; Samuels and Jeffrey 1966). However the Drake-

ford and Snider (1970) study shows that the critical issue of meaningful-

ness lies not with the stimuli per se but with the subject and his abil-

ity to discriminate between stimuli.

The variable "meaning discrimination" was considered as an attribute

of the individual. More specifically, the interest of the study was in

the ways achievers vs. under-achievers discriminate stimuli which h?ve

previously been determined as being of high or low meaningfulness for

others. The underlying assumption of this approach is that the individual

must live and achieve in an environment dominated by the meanings of others

and that a failure to discriminate meaning as do others may be fundamen-

tal to under-achievement . To assess this predicted differential response

to meaningfulnes s , verbal stimuli were presented according to the D4m

technique outlined by Snider (1967) . This method utilizes certain qual-

ities of Nobles m scale (Noble 1952) and Osgood's D4 measure (Osgood,

Suci and Tannenbaum 1957) and may be considered a measure of intensity

of discrimination of relative levels of meaning fulness . D4m =^04 -

TD4Lm, where D4 Bm and D4 Lm are the D4 Evaluation, Potency, and Activity

d'*i>'3nsion coordinates for stimuli of high and low ra. Th-r ,
T^';^ is essen-

tially a difference score and was calculated separately for each of the



FIGURE
I

ACHIEVEMENT X STIMULUS COMB.NAT.ON INTERACTION
(DRAKEFORD AND SNIDER. 1970)

PLOT OF MEANS

ACHIEVERS
UN-ACHIEVERS

Hi Hi HiLo Lo Lo

TABLE I

MEANS FOR ACHIEVEMENT X STIMULUS COMBINATION
INTERACTION (DRAKEFORD AND SNIDER, 1970)

HI Hi Hi Lo Lo Lo

ACHIEVERS 6.70 11.85 3.84

UN-ACHIEVERS 5.28 6.65 3.76
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three above dimensions.

The general hypothesis of the study, namely that academic achievers

would differ significantly from academic under-achievers in their discrim-

ination between verbal stmuli of differing levels of meaning fulness was

upheld. Further, it was found that such a difference was dependent on

how the verbal stimuli differentiations were arranged (High-High, High-

Low, and Low-Low) but not upon which semantic dimensions (Evaluation,

Activity, Potency) were used to measure the discrimination. The nature

of the key Achievement by Stimulus Combination Interaction can be seen in

Figure 1 and Table 1. Firstly, the under-achievers not only seemed to

discriminate less within a treatment condition, but they also discrimin-

ated poorly between treatment conditions when compared to the achievers.

That is, significant differences between treatment means were found only

between the HiLo and LoLo condition (p<0.05) in the under-achieving group

while all possible orthogonal (a-1) comparisons yielded significant dif-

ferences in the achieving group. This meant that only when a high m

word was compared to a low m word was the resultant discrimination signi-

ficantly different from when a low m word was compared to another low m

word in the under-achieving group; while in the achieving group signifi-

cantly different discriminations were made with each treatment combina-

tion.

Analogous results were obtained in a study by Wallach (1963) who

found spelling achievement related to perceptual recognition accuracy in

nonsense words, such that the achievers discriminated better than lesser

achievers between nonsense words whose letters approximated the sequential
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structure of English and nonsense words whose letters were arranged in

random sequence. In a similarly analogous vein is the work of Baker and

Madell (1965) who found college under-achievers significantly .ore dis-

tracted by extraneous noise than college achievers. It does not seem

too unreasonable to interpret such distractability on the part of the

under-achievers as indicative of "their incapacity to discriminate the

uniquely meaningful aspects of their environment" (Drakeford and Snider,

1970, p. 2.) and hence related to the meaning discrimination differences

observed by Drakeford and Snider (1970)

.

It would seem both from the results of the Drakeford and Snider

(1970) study, in which groups differing in academic achievement have

been shown to differ significantly in their discrimination between ver-

bal stimuli and from the Snider and Drakeford (1967) study in which groups

differing in academic achievement were found to differ significantly on

a cognitive rigidity variable; rigidity of cognitive style should con-

stitute a critical component in a theory of under-achievement . However,

to adequately deal with a concept such as cognitive style, further evi-

dence on the pervasiveness of the meaning discrimination deficiency is

required.

A difference has been observed in the degree to which achievers and

under-achievers discriminate verbal stimuli. A key question, and the

one the current study will attempt to answer, concerns whether this

meaning discrimination difference can be found using other modes of stim-

ulv.o presentation or whether it is a phenomenon fo'ond only wi .Ii written

verbal material? Specifically, it is intended to use sounds and visual
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Images of high and low meaningfulness in a similar way as were used the

verbal stnnuli of the Drakeford and Snider (1970) study. An affirmi-

tive answer to the above question will add crucial support and general-

izabillty to the notion of a cognitively rigid style on the part of the

under-achiever resulting from a failure to discriminate the uniquely

meaningful aspects of the environment. Such a finding would support the

notion of a deficiency in stimulus discrimination processing in all that

the under-achiever sees, hears, and reads. There should be little doubt

about the educational implications of such a finding, for instance, the

current interest in Aptitude by Treatment Interaction, under-achievement

prediction in early childhood and research in Sensitivity Training would

all stand to benefit significantly from the outcomes of this study.



Chapter III

Methodology

Study I - Norming the Sounds and Tth.^.c The verbal stimuli of the

Drakeford and Snider (1970) study were drawn from Nobles' (1952) list of

96 dysyllables. This list was ordered according to the number of associ-

ations that could be generated to the stimulus word in a unit time. The

list has become a standard source of verbal stimuli of differing levels

of meaning fulness

.

In line with the alms of the present study it became necessary to

find an equivalent source of visual and auditory stimuli. In particular,

a set of sounds and images that had previously been empirically scaled

for meaningfulness and which could be dichotomized on such meaningfulness

,

so as to comprise the High-High, High-Low, and Low-Low stimulus combina-

tion conditions. A review of the available literature showed that a

source equivalent to Nobles' (1952) list of dysyllables was not readily

available so it was decided to develop and scale a set of images and

sounds particularly for the present study.

Considering that the stimuli used in the Drakeford and Snider (1970)

study had been dichotomized on the basis of m association technique (Noble,

1952) it was thought desirable that this method also be used in scaling

the images and sounds. Essentially this technique involves having sub-

jects give as many associations as possible to the stimulus in a 60 second

period. Mean members of associations are then calculated and these are

ccuoidared as indices of meaningfulness. The technique is based on the

notion that meaning is "a simple linear function of the number of S-mul-
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tiple R connections aquired in an organism's history" (Noble, 1952).

Speaking non- technically meanings are habits. As more habits accrue to

a particular stimulus situation so increases the meaningfulness of that

particular stimulus.

Previous research has produced association values for numbers (Bat-

tig and Spera, 1962) and for colors (Cochran, 1968) and of course, for

verbal material. (Noble. 1952). Shulz and Hopkins (1968) have compared

association values for verbal stimuli presented both visually and aurally.

They found the commonality between the associations elicited in the two

modes, directly related to m, with the frequency characteristics similar

for both modes. Hence the use of the association technique with images

and sounds seemed a feasible pursuit.

Another approach to the definition of meaning fulness has come from

research on the Semantic Differential (Jenkins, 1960) involving the con-

cept of polarization - the mean deviation of ratings from the neutral

(center) position on semantic differential scales. The response to mean-

ingful stimuli tends toward the extreme (polarize) while responses to

meaningless stimuli tend toward the indifferent (depolarize).

Several studies (Staats 1959, Staats and Staats, 1959, Koen, 1962,

and Zippel, 1967) have reported comparisons between m and the Semantic

Differential. The degree of relationship ranges from .61 to .80 and the

suggestion has been consistently made that the two measures are of re-

lated, but separate processes. The study by Koen (1962) explored the

source of this differing process and concluded that there is a signifi-

cant connection between m and polarization for neutral words (.61) but
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that for words with an emotional connotation the relationship disappears

(.02). The factor of emotionality produced no important changes in the

m ratings, while polarization proved very sensitive to the presence of

an affective factor in the stimuli.

In view of this apparent incapacity of the m technique to adequately

deal with the affective components of the stimuli and because the Seman-

tic Differential was to be used as the dependent measure in the major

study, it was decided to dichotomize the images and sounds using the

Semantic Differential as well as the m technique.

The Semantic Differential has been used in a great variety of sit-

uations and the literature seemed to suggest that its use with images

and sounds was a realistic expectation. For instance, Solomon (1958^ has

used the technique in assessing the perception of sonar sounds with Navy

sonarmen. Miron (1961) has used the Semantic Differential in studying

cross-cultural phonetic symbols. Osgood and Hastorf (1961) found the

technique useful in studying facial expressions, while Elliott and Tan-

nenbaum (1963) had subjects assess the meaningfulness of various geome-

tric shapes using the Semantic Differential.

The aim of this sub-study is to empirically arrange a series of

images and sounds along a meaningfulness dimension using (a) Nobles' m

association technique and (b) Osgood's Semantic Differential method.

Method

(i) Images - A series of twenty 35mm color slides were

pr*»sented twice to a goup of 20 subjects. Each slide wa? p'-es'^r.ted for

10 sees, following which the subject was given 60 seconds to respond.
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The subjects were divided into two groups of 10 subjects such that one

group responded to the stimuli using the Semantic Differential, the other

group using the association method. The slides were then repeated and

the response mode reversed.

(ii) Sounds - A series of 20 five second pieces of sound were

presented to a group of 20 subjects using a tape recorder. Before each

sound there was a cue tone of 3 seconds followed by a 5 second sound,

followed by a 60 second response period. As with the images the subjects

were divided into two groups and the order of response mode counterbal-

anced .

Subjects The subjects consisted of two laboratory classes in

Psychology 301^ at the University of Massachusetts. One class was used

for assessing the sounds, the other for assessing the images.

Materials

Stimuli The sounds were mostly pieces selected from

"sound effects" recordings and ranged in "intuitive meaningfulness" from

a piece of a Robert F. Kennedy speech to the sound of a body falling

down stairs. A list of these sounds can be seen in the appendices. The

sounds were transferred to a tape and arranged in random order.

The images were 35 min. color slides taken with a Pentax camera

^he subjects (achievers and under-achievers) for the major study were
taken from the same Psychology 301 course. The extreme shortage of such
subjects resulting in one achiever being asked to leave the room during
one of the testing sessions for the normative studies. However, it is
Llie experimenter's opinion that this did not appreciably change the
characteristics of the norming study sample.
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using Agfacolor film. The objects photographed ranged from a knife, a

teddy bear to a section of cut glass taken in close up. The easily dis-

tinguishable objects were photographed with a 50 mm lens on a plain back-

drop, the more meaningless images were photographed with the aid of a

set of Vivator lens extension rings in close up. More details of these

Images can be seen in the appendices.

Test booklets Test booklets were used to gather the responses

of the subjects. The m association booklet had an instruction cover-

sheet which used Noble's (1952) directions. Behind the coversheet were

the response sheets each specifying the image or sound sequence number.

The Semantic Differential booklet also had a standardized instruction

coversheet. The subsequent pages specified the image or sound sequence

number and provided three 7 point bipolar scales (good-bad, weak-strong,

active-passive) on which to rate the stimulus.

Results

The analysis was accomplished by calculating the mean number

of associations and the mean degree of polarization for each of the

sounds and images. In the case of the Semantic Differential the absolute

deviation of the response from the neutral point (midpoint) was summed

over the three dimensions. The results are tabulated in the appendix.

From the total lists of stimuli six high and six low meaningful

images and sounds were chosen. The criterion for this choice was essen-

tially the Semantic Differential value, although some consideration was

given the m values. These H-f rbnfntnized stimuli can be seen Ir. Tables

2 and 3.



Table 2

Norms For Sounds

Sound No. Name Mean Assoc. Mean Sem. Diff
Score Score

1 Telephone 10.55 5.80

3 R. F. K. 11.30 6.55

4 Marching Feet 12.05 7.95

11 Machine Gun 10.90 8.55

9 Growling Animal 11.25 7.20

6 Crying Baby 11.10 6.90

X = 11.20 = 7.20

2 Turnstile 7.85 3.00

8 Compressor 7.50 2.70

7 Plastic Bag 7.15 3.35

10 Card Reader 6.95 A. 25

5 Coke Bottles 6.70 1.95

12 Falling Body 6.45 2.75

X = 7.13 X = 3.00
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Table 3

Norms For Images

Image No. Name Mean Assoc. Mean Sem. Diff
— Score Score

^ Gun 12.20 8.15

8 Prussian Helmet 10.90 6.25

^igh 5 Eye Glasses 10.60

6 Orange 11.25

1 Light Bulb 10.15

5.50

5.35

5.30

12 Knife 10.10 4.95

2 = 10.87 X = 5.92

3 Toweling 7.70 2.35

4 Abstract 7.05 2.75

Low 11 Plastic 7.40 2.90

10 Hair 6.80 3.05

2 Spoons 7.40 3.05

11 Green Plastic 6.15 3.70

X = 7.08 X = 2.97
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The results show that scaling the images and sound using these two

techniques was quite successful and the degree of relationship between

the two methods was sufficient to facilitate confidence in the dimension-

alization of the stimuli in terms of meaningfulness

.

Study II - Cross-Modal Meaning Discrimination (Ma.jor Study)

Alms

Essentially the present study is designed to demonstrate

the cross-modal generalization of the meaning discrimination differences

observed by Drakeford and Snider (1970) between academic achievers and

under-achievers . Stated as a hypothesis this aim becomes that

(i) academic achievers will differ signi-
ficantly from academic under-achievers
in discrimination of visual and audi-
tory stimuli of differing levels of mean-
ingfulness as measured by a difference
score derived from various stimulus compar-
isons.

Further it is predicted that

(ii) such differences will vary as a function

of how the stimulus comparisons are arranged
(High-High, High-Low, Low-Low) and which
semantic dimension (Evaluation, Activity,

Potency) is used to measure the discrimin-
ation

Subjects

Because of statistical artifacts such as regression towards

the mean and errors of measurement inherent in much of the research done

on under-achievement, particular care is necessary in defining subjects

for such a study.

Thomdike (1963) has considered these problems sufficient to devote
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an entire book Th^^once£t^oLOv^^
^^^^^

cussion. In view of the points made by Thomdike the "concurrent compar-

ison of contrasting groups" (Design lie, Thorndike, 1963) was chosen for

this study. Concerning the procedure for obtaining such groups Thorndike

(1963) writes

the appropriate method for assigning
individuals to the contrasting achieve-
ment groups is on the basis of the dif-
ference between actual achievement and
predicted achievement. A prediction can
be made by a regression equation relating
achievement to aptitude (and/or some other
predictors that have been found to be re-
lated to achievement) (p 63)

.

This procedure was followed in the present study in that 48 subjects were

selected from the Psychology 301 course at the University of Massachusetts

according to a difference score between predicted grade point average

2
(P.G.P.A.) and current grade point average (G.P.A.). From Table 4 it can

Table 4
'

Achievement Means for Subjects (n=48)

P.G.P.A. G.P.A. Mean Diff

Un-Achiev. 2.2 2.0 0.2 below

Achiev. 2.2 2.9 0 . 7 above

be seen that the achieving group has a mean G.P.A. of plus 0.70 grade

points above their P.G.P.A. while the under-achievers has a G.P.A. minus

0.20 grade points below their P.G.P.A. All achievers had G.P.A. *s above

The P.G.P.A. is based on a regression equation used by the University of

Massachusetts Admissions Office and utilizes both the high school rank and
College Board Examination scores.
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their P.G.P.A. while all under-achievers had G.P.A.'s below their P.G.P.A.^

In view of the academic dismissal policy of the Admissions Office,

which restricts the degree to which a student can under-achieve, the under-

achievers can be considered typical of the college under-achievement pop-
4

ulation while the achieving group may be considered typical of "average"

college achievers. Of this technique of comparing under-achievers with

"average" or "normal" achievers Thomdike (1962) says it

may be less efficient in bringing
out differences between the two
groups, but the differences that are
established will be more clearly assoc-
iated with "under-achievement" "per se."
(p 61) .

Procedure

The relative shortage of subjects who met the above criteria

resulted in the same subjects being used for both the sounds and images

sections of the study. To control for any order effects that might con-

found the outcome of the study, the subjects were divided into two groups.

One group received the images testing before the sounds testing while for

the other group the order was reversed. Twelve achievers and twelve under-

achievers were assigned to each of these order groups. Hence within each

achievement group half of the subjects were administered the sounds before

the images and half was administered the images before the sounds.

3
The two groups were significantly different (p. .01) on their current

G.P.A. but not significantly different on their P.G.P.A.

^Dlener (1960) has used a similar G.P.A. of 2.0 as a criterion of current

achievement.
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The testing was carried out in groups of from 3 to 11 subjects dra.m

from regular laboratory sessions, care being taken to preserve the pre-

arranged order of presentation of the images and sounds. The subjects

were asked to take part in a study which would involve them judging "the

meaningfulness of some sounds and images." The subjects were offered

extra course credit for participating in the experiment. No subject re-

fused.

At the beginning of each testing session the subjects were given a

test booklet.^ A cover sheet gave in detail an account of how to respond

on the following Semantic Differential scales. The subsequent pages con-

tained the stimulus number (e.g. Image 3) and a set of nine bipolar scales

(good-bad, weak-strong, active-passive, stale-fresh, large-small, slow-

fast, clean-dirty, rough-smooth, tense-relaxed). At the beginning of

each booklet there was an example stimulus situation with which the sub-

ject rehersed and questions were answered.

The high and low meaningful stimuli (both images and sounds) as chosen

in the norming study (Tables 2 and 3) were presented in random order. Each

stimulus was presented for 5 sees, followed by a 30 sec. period during

which the subject responded on the Semantic Differential scales. A five

minute rest period was given between the testing on the sounds and the

testing on the images.

From the high and low meaningfulness images and sounds the three stim-

ulus combination conditions (High-High, High-Low, Low-Low) were arranged.

Th*» «atimuli were chosen at random while still maintaining the stimulus

^An example of the test materials appear in the appendices.
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combination conditions. These stimuli can be seen arranged in Table 5.

From this arrangement 27 scores were initially obtained for each subject.

The scores were made up of a difference score for each dimension of mean-

ing (Evaluation, Potency. Activity) under each stimulus combination con-

dition (High-High, High-Low, Low-Low). There were three stimulus combin-

ation "trials" under each condition. For the purpose of the analysis the

scores were summed over trials within Dimensions of meaning x Stimulus

Combination blocks yielding 3 x 3 scores per subject. Thus the dependent

measure was the difference score summed over 3 trials for each Dimension

X Stimulus Combination cell.

Table 5

Comparison of Stimuli

Hi-Hi Hi-Lo Lo-Lo

Sound 3 - Sound 4 Sound 4 - Sound 5 Sound 7 - Sound 5

Sound 11- Sound 9 Sound 3 - Sound 2 Sound 10- Sound 8

Sound 6 - Sound 1 Sound 9 - Sound 12 Sound 12- Sound 2

Image 8 - Image 9 Image 9 - Image 4 Image 10- Image 2

Image 5 - Image 1 Image 8 - Image 11 Image 4 - Image 11

Image 12- Image 6 Image 5 - Image 11 Image 7 - Image 3
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Chapter IV

Analysis of Results

The analysis utilized the Analysis of Variance technique and

based on a design involving two between subjects variables (Achievement A,

and Order of presentation of the Stimuli, 0.) and two within subjects

variables (Combination of stimuli C and Dimensions of meaning D.) There

were two levels of A x 2 levels of 0 x 3 levels of C x 3 levels of D. A

separate analysis was computed for the sounds and images. A p value of

.05 was chosen as representing an appropriate significance level for all

statistical tests.

Sounds The sources of variance and corresponding F values are

to be seen in Table 6. From this table it is apparent that the general

hypothesis of the study has been upheld, namely the main effect of achieve-

ment suggests that academic achievers (X = 6.05) differ significantly from

academic under-achievers (X = 5.44) on the meaning of sounds discrimina-

tion task. Averaging over stimulus combination levels and dimensions

of meaning, the achievers appear to make more polarized discriminations

than do the under-achievers

.

Similarly significant is the main effect of stimulus combination (C) .

This indicates that averaging over levels of achievement and dimensions

of meaning, the three stimulus combination arrangements (Hi-Hi, Hi-Lo,

Lo-Lo) differ significantly from one another on the difference score they

elicit.

The main effect of dimension of mean (l>; is also significant and in-

dicates that averaging over levels of achievement and stimulus combination



Table 6

Analysis of Variance for Sounds.*

Source DF MS r r

Between S 's

A (Achievement) 1 40.33 4.36 .05

0 (Order) 1 3.70

OA 1 53.48 5.79 .025

S/OA 44 9.24

Within S's

C (Combination) 2 157.09 17.34 .001

CA 2 130.75 14.43 .001

CO 2 .84

COA 2 13.82

SC/OA 88 9.05

D (Dimension) 2 39.39 5.11 .01

DA 2 35.39 4.54 .05

DO 2 11.83

DOA 2 2.94

SD/OA 88 7.70

CD 4 9.69

CDA 4 2.65

CDO 4 7.14

CDOA 4 5.45

SCD/OA 176 4.65

Only F values significant at the 5% level of confidence or better are

included.
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arrangements there is a significant difference in the polarization dif-

ference score elicited by the scales quantifying the meaning dimensions

of Evaluation, Potency and Activity.

Table 7

Cell Means for Dimensions (Sounds)

Evaluation Potency Activity

6.19 5.88 5.17

The higher mean value for Evaluation provides support to the literature

stressed importance of the evaluative dimension in the measurement of

meaning (Osgood and Suci, 1955). It would seem that sounds, like most

verbal material are also highly dependent upon evaluative judgements for

their meaningfulness

.

Achievement (A) by Stimulus Combination (C) Interaction The most

important outcome of the sounds analysis is the significance of the

Achievement by Combination interaction. This indicates that averaging

over dimensions of meaning measurement, differences between achievers and

under-achievers on the dependent measure are a function of the stimulus

combination level considered. The source of this interaction can be

seen in Figure 2 and Table 8.

To further elucidate this interaction, a posteriori comparison of

means was computed using the Newman - Kuels technique (Winer, 1962)

.

This method keeps the level of significance equal to alpha fnr ail ordered

pairs, no matter how many steps apart the means may be. However, the



FIGURE 2
ACHIEVEMENT X COMBINATION INTERACTION (SOUNDS)

PLOT OF MEANS
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TABLE 8
CELL MEANS FOR ACHIEVEMENT X COMBINATION

INTERACTION (SOUNDS)

Hi Hi Hi Lo Lo Lo

ACHIEVERS 6.01 8.05 4.09

UN-ACHIEVERS 5.75 5.38 5. 19
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level of significance with respect to the collection of all tests made,

considered as a single test, is considerably lower than alpha.

The comparison of means supports the effect apparent in Table 8

namely that there are no significant differences for the under-achievers

between the stimulus combination conditions. The achievers, on the other

hand, performed significantly differently on each of the stimulus combin-

ation conditions. That is, the means for the achieving group were signi-

ficantly different from one another at each level of C. (p<.05 for all

comparisons of means at the achiever level of A.)

Also significant was the difference between the achievers and under-

achievers in the Hi-Lo stimulus combination condition. When faced with

two stimuli of quite different levels of meaningfulness the achieving

group discriminated (averaging over meaning dimensions) significantly

more than did the under-achieving group. Apparently the differences be-

tween the stimuli in this condition were considered greater by the

achievers than by the under-achievers. The differences were not signi-

ficant between the achievers and under-achievers in the Hi-Hi condition.

An interesting result of the comparison of means was the signifi-

cant simple effect of achievement in the Lo-Lo condition. The achievers

seemed to find the differences between two stimuli of low meaningfulness

very small while the under-achievers made discriminations not unlike

those they had made in both the other stimulus combination conditions.

It is as if for the achievers, two times nothing is nothing while for the

under-achievers tvo times nothing might just be something.

This achievement by stimulus combination interaction is the crux
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of the experiment. It is apparent that the achievement by stimulus

combination interaction found significant by Drakeford and Snider (1970)

with verbal material has been replicated with complex auditory material.

Achievement (A) by Dimension of Meaning (D) Interaction . The analysis

of variance source table (table 6) shows the Achievement by Dimension of

Meaning interaction to be significant at the 5% level. This indicates that

averaging over stimulus combination conditions (levels of C) the achievers

differ significantly from the under-achievers as a function of the dimension

of meaning. Figure 3 shows that this interaction is, in large part the

result of the simple effect of achievement at the Activity dimension level

of D. In fact the comparison of means shows there to be a significant

difference between achievers and under-achievers on the Activity dimen-

sion. The Newman-Kuels procedure also shows that the means for achievers

on the three dimensions are not significantly different, while for the

under-achievers the means at each level of D are all significantly dif-

ferent from one another.

At first glance this A x D interaction appears important in that it

siiggests that under-achievers are responding in some differential manner

on the Activity dimension. However at the conceptual level, the absence

of a significant A x C x D interaction must be considered. The highly

significant main effect of C (stimulus combination) ( p<.001) shows a

significant difference among the means of each level of C. Consequently

In view of the A x D interaction being independent of, or averaged over

levels of C. consideration of such an interaction would seem less mean-

ingful than usual, particularly when it is observed that, when the con-



EVALUATION POTENCY ACTIVITY

TABLE 9
CELL MEANS FOR ACHIEVEMENT X DIMENSION

INTERACTION (SOUNDS)

EVALUTION POTENCY ACTIVITY

ACHIEVERS 6.05 6.09 6.01

UN-ACHIEVERS 5.66 4.5b
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tribution of C is assessed, as in the A x C x D effect, the result is

not significant. Thus in view of the experimental procedure, it makes

little sense to speculate on why under-achievers might utilize the Activ-

ity dimension less than achievers. We can say, however, that in view of

the absence of a significant A x C x D interaction, the crucial A x C

interaction is not dependent upon the dimension of meaning on which it is

being measured.

Achievement (A) by Order of Stimulus Presentation Interaction (0) .

The variable of order of stimulus presentation was introduced into

the design because the experimental situation required that the same

group of subjects be used for both the sounds and images measurements.

As can be seen from Table 6 there was no significant effect of

Order, however the interaction of Order with Achievement is significant

at better than the 5% level. Figure 4 and Table 10 shows that this in-

teraction is due to a simple effect of achievement at Order 1. It would

seem that Order 1, presenting the images before the sounds resulted in a

higher mean discrimination, averaged over stimulus combinations and di-

mensions of meaning, in the achievers than in the under-achievers.

Using the Newman-Kuels procedure, comparisons of the means of Table

10 shows that there is a significant difference (p<,05) between achievers

and under-achievers, when the images were presented first. This effect

was not predicted and no logical explanation seems apparent. The non-

significant A x C X 0 effect suggests that the crucial A x C interaction

is not uniquely due to the order of stimulus presentation, which after

all was the reason tor the inclusion of Order as a variable in the design.



ACHIEVEMENT
FIGURE 4

X ORDER INTERACTION
PLOT OF MEANS

(SOUNDS)

ORDER I ORDER 2

TABLE 10

CELL MEANS FOR ACHIEVEMENT X ORDER
INTERACTION (SOUNDS)

ORDER 1 ORDER 2

ACHIEVERS 6.50 5.61

UN-ACHIEVERS 5.18 5.70
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Thus, order effects are interpreted as sampling effects and measurement

unreliability

.

Ima^ As has been previously mentioned the analysis for the

images was carried out separately. The the most part the results of the

images analysis follow closely the results of the sounds analysis. It is

Intended here to discuss mainly the points of divergence.

Like the sounds analysis it is apparent (from Table 12) that the

main effects of Achievement (A), Stimulus Combination (C) and Dimension

of the Meaning Measurement (D) are all significant. The achievers have

a higher mean discrimination value; the Hi-Lo stimulus combination con-

dition produces a significantly higher mean discrimination value than

either the Hi-Hi or Lo-Lo conditions (per Newraan-Kuels) ; and the dimen-

sions of meaning measurement produce significantly different means.

On this latter point there is an interesting divergence from the

sounds results.

Table 11

Means for Dimension of Meaning (Images)

Evaluation Potency Activity

5.95 5.11 5.93

From Table 11 it can be seen that the mean discrimination score averaged

over achievement and stimulus combinations is lowest on the Potency di-

mension. In fact the Newman-Kuels procedure shews the Potency dimension

to be significantly (p<.05) lower than either the Evaluation or Activity
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Table 12

Analysis of Variance for Images*

Source

L

Between S 's

A (Achievement)

0 (Order)

OA

S/OA

Within S's

C (Combination)

CA

CO

CCA

SC/OA

D (Dimension)

DA

DO

DOA

SD/OA

CD

CDA

CDC

CDOA

S CD/OA

D.F.

1

1

1

44

2

2

2

2

88

2

2

2

2

88

4

4

4

4

176

MS

126.75

32.23

29.03

16.75

83.04

31.09

8.75

17.46

10.36

33.34

2.50

14.21

.46

7.80

24.05

11.53

10.16

4.88

5.20

F.

7.56

8.02

3.00

4.27

4.63

P.

.01

.01

.05

,025

.005

Only F values significant at the 5% level of confidence or better are

Included.
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TABLE 13

CELL MEANS FOR ACHIEVEMENT X STIMULUS
COMBINATION INTERACTION (IMAGES)

Hi Hi Hi Lo Lo Lo

ACHIEVERS 5.97 7.30 5.34

UN-ACHIEVERS 4.27 5.76 5.33
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dimensions. For sounds the Activity demension was found to have the lowes

mean value.

Is is also worth noting that, with the images as with the sounds the

Evaluation dimension has the highest mean value, however for the images

this mean is significantly higher than only the Potency dimension. It

would seem that in judging sounds and images the Evaluation dimension is

the most important. With verbal material Evaluation dimension has been

shown to contribute some 68% of the common variance, as compared with

12% for the Potency dimension and 3% for the Activity dimension. (Os-

good and Suci, 1955). For these latter two dimensions the picture seems

less clear, with sounds the Potency dimension seems more important, while

for images the Activity dimension plays a greater role.

Table 12 shows that the crucial Achievement by Stimulus Combination

Interaction is significant (p = .05). Using images the effect is not as

strong, but still it is clear that the effect supports the similar re-

sult found with sounds and with verbal material (Drakeford and Snider,

1970)

.

While providing general support for the cross-modal generality of

the meaning discrimination effect, perusul of the means in Table 13 and

the plot of those means in Figure 5 shows that considerable differences

are to be seen when the data is compared to the means for sounds.

As with sounds there is a significant difference between achievers

and under-achievers under the Hi-Lo stimulus combination condition, the

achievers making a considerably greater distinction between high and

low meaningful images than do the ohder-achievers

.



FIGURE .6
STIMULUS COMBINATION X DIMENSION OF MEANING

INTERACTION (IMAGES)
PLOT OF MEANS

-I— r—
EVALUATION POTENCY ACTIVITY

TABLE 14

CELL MEANS FOR STIMULUS COMBINATION X

DIMENSION OF MEANING INTERACTION (IMAGES)

EVALUATION POTENCY ACTIVITY

Hi Hi 6.25 3.85 5:27

Hi Lo 6.22 6.29 708

Lo Lo 5.37 5.18 5.45
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Unlike the situation with sounds there is also a significant dif-

ference under the Hi-Hi stimulus combination condition (p .05). This

would indicate that the achievers are making more polarized, or finer

discriminations between the images than do the under-achievers . With

sounds, it will be recalled that this situation was observed not under

the Hi-Hi condition but rather under the Lo-Lo condition and in that case

it was the under-achievers who made the more polarized discriminations.

In summary, it appears that when achievers are faced with responding

to highly meaningful visual and auditory stimuli and lowly meaningful

visual and auditory stimuli the achievers make significantly more polar-

ized discriminations than do the under-achievers. When the stimuli are

arranged to provide high with high and low with low comparisons the

picture becomes less clear and seems to be somewhat dependent upon the

stimulus modality involved.

The other main point of divergence between the sounds analysis and

Images analysis is the significant (p .005) interaction of stimulus

combination and dimension of meaning found with the images. Figure 6

and Table 14 show that averaging over achievement levels it is only in

the Hi-Hi stimulus combination condition that the Evaluation dimension

takes on a significantly more important role in the meaning discrimina-

tion process than either the Potency or Activity dimensions. That is,

the Newman-Kuels shows that only in the Hi-Hi condition are the differ-

ences between meaning dimensions significant.

A possible explanation of this effect is that with images, only when

highly iLeaningful stimuli are being compared is the dominance of the
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Evaluation dimension able to exercise its presence. When one or both

of the visual stimuli are essentially meaningless the question of

"goodness" is no more critical a question than "roughness" or "quickness."



Chapter V

Discussion and Conclusions

Toward a Theory of Under-achievement

It is clear from the analysis of results that the hypotheses

have been supported and the general aim of the study accomplished. A

difference has been observed in the degree to which academic achievers

and under-achievers discriminate not only verbal stimuli but also aud-

itory and visual stimuli of differing levels of meaning fulness . The

meaning discrimination difference has been shown to generalize across

other modalities of stimulus input and would seem to support the notion

of a stimulus discrimination processing deficiency, quite pervasive in

nature

.

The results of the present study and the results of the Drakeford

and Snider (1970) paper have shown that groups differing in academic

achievement differ significantly in their ability to discriminate between

environmental stimuli. These findings when coupled with the results of

the Snider and Drakeford (1967) study in which groups differing in aca-

demic achievement were found to differ significantly on a cognitive rig-

idity variable are strongly suggestive of the role flexibility and rig-

idity of cognitive style should play in a theory of under-achievement.

The under-achievers discriminate less well and respond to differing ver-

bal, auditory and visual stimuli in a basically similar, and hence rigid

fashion

.

Such conclusions have theoretical implications outside the scope of

this study, however the literature shows them not to be without support.
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The first such implication is that there do exist reliable individual

differences in cognitive rigidity. Such an assumption does not go un-

challenged for in the past considerable doubt and misgivings have arisen

concerning the unidimensionality of rigidity. The research has lead to

statements such as

that the various existing tests of rigidity do
in fact measure quite different things and that
rigidity as a trait or unidimensional variable
is a figment (Jenkins and Lykken, 1957)

However the same literature has led Brengelmann (1960) to conclude that

such statements merely reflect the present research situation and should

not be taken as indicative of a final verdict on rigidity.

In fact, Brengelmann has been responsible for perhaps the most ex-

tensive set of studies on questionnaire measures of rigidity. In his

1960 (a and b) studies he worked with five questionnaire measures of

rigidity; a revision of the Nigniewitzky (1955) rigidity scale, a revision

of Cough's (1952) California Psychological inventory of rigidity, a re-

vision of the Rokeach (1953) dogmatism scale, a revision of the

Nigniewitzky intolerance of ambiguity scale and a questionnaire measure

of extreme response set. These five scales he found to intercorrelate

significantly. Brengelmann considered his results consistent with

Nigniewitzky 's (1956) general factor found on French subjects and Rokeach

and Fruchter's (1956) general factor found with American subjects. The

findings of Drakeford (1967) based on the Cough scale, the 'F' scale,

the Rokeach dogmatism scale, and two "all-inclusiveness ' scales, when

compared to the findings of Brengelmann would seem sufficient to verify

the existency cf a cognitive style \/ariable which we might call *'cogni-
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tive rigidity."

The second theoretical question raised by the present series of

studies asks, do people (other than under-achievers) vho exhibit aspects

of a rigid cognitive style, show discrimination differences analogous to

those of the present study? The answer is clearly yes, there are several

studies which show groups who, on many of the previously discussed measures

might be considered cognitively rigid, displaying inabilities and lesser

capacities on tasks clearly involving stimulus discrimination.

For instance. Feather (1967) in a study of religious beliefs found

a significant negative relationship between intolerance of ambiguity, (a

consistent correlate of rigidity) and critical ability which was measured

by the individuals* capacity to identify logically correct syllogisms.

The subjects who were high on intolerance of ambiguity made more errors

in discriminating among the premises and thus in answering the syllogisms.

Rokeach (1960) reports evidence to suggest that subjects low on dog-

matism are better able to synthesize new beliefs than subjects high on

dogmatism. In so far as synthesizing new beliefs involves first dis-

criminating among them, Rokeach's data supports the notion of a rigid cog-

nitive style, stimulus discrimination relationship. Similar results were

found by Mouw (1969) who demonstrated a significant difference between

high and low digmatic subjects not only in Synthesis but also in Analysis,

a variable measuring "those behaviors which emphasize the breakdown of

material into its constituent parts and the detection of the relationships

r»f ^hs parts a^^.d the way they ar^ organized." (p 367).

Powell (1962), based on Rokeach's (1960) distinction between open
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and closed belief-disbelief systems found support for the hypothesis that

a person with an open belief system would be more able to distinguish

between the message content and the message source and to judge each on

its intrinsic merits. Similar inappropriate discrimination of source

and content is suggested by Wright and Harvey (1965) who found authori-

tarianism and opinion change positively correlated when the source had

high status but negatively correlated when the source had low status.

Hence there is some justification to the assumption that poor stim-

ulus discrimination and rigidity of cognitive style are related. Cer-

tainly at the intuitive level it is not difficult to imagine how a history

of inappropriate or inaccurate discrimination of stimulus situations

could result in a cognitive style, the attributes of which might be des-

cribed as dogmatic, rigid, authoritarian, pertaining to closed belief

systems and intolerant of ambiguity.

To summarize the current theoretical situation, there appears to be

a relationship between under-achievement and stimulus situation discrim-

ination differences (Drakeford and Snider 1970; present study). These

meaning discriminations differences seem related to cognitive rigidity

(Feather 1967; Rokeach 1960; Powell 1962; Wright and Harvey, 1965; and

Snider, 1966) . Cognitive rigidity seems related to under-achievement

(Davids 1963; Snider and Drakeford, 1967). Given this tri-partite re-

lationship the causal sequence is still unclear. Do meaning discrimin-

ation incapacities produce a rigid cognitive style which in turn affects

under-achievement? Or does the rigid cognitive style produce meaning

discrimination differences (maybe as a defense against ambiguity) which
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cause poor achievement? Or does an established history of under-achievement

cause the adoption of a cognitively rigid style, the maintainance of

which is dependent upon ignoring discriminations among stimulus situations?

Although beyond the scope of this study the answer to the above en-

tanglement is probably to be found within the learning paradigm. It is

not difficult to imagine how poor meaning discrimination could negatively

affect learning, there being, of course, a considerable accumulation of

data on the role of discrimination of stimuli and responses in, and for,

a theory of learning. However, usually, meaning discrimination as a

variable is examined and controlled for in the stimulus dimension, it be-

ing assumed that if generally meaningful v's meaningless stimuli are

presented, proper control of this variable will have been ensured. How-

ever, it should be noted that various groups do not respond appropriately

to the above controls and if it can be assumed that present theory, re-

search and practice is presenting learning materials in generally mean-

ingful ways, the problem must lie, at least in part, with the student

rather than with the stimuli. The possibility that such a group might

well be under-achievers , who inspite of adequate intellect fail to max-

imize their learning experiences, could be tested by directly manipulating

the learning variable.

Such an experiment might involve a comparison of academic achievers

and under-achievers on a paired associate learning task in which the in-

dependent variable is stimulus meaning fulness and appropriate isolation

of the effect is accomplished. If under-achievers do possess a meaning

discrimination deficit and it is influential in the learning process.
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group differences should be apparent. An affirmative answer to this

possibility would infer that meaning discrimination differences are the

source of the problem and that academic under-achievement and rigid cog-

nitive style are both manifestations of the more fundamental stimulus

processing dificiency.

Such an outcome is given plausibility when the results of a study

by Whipple and Kodman (1969) are considered. The investigation concerned

the learning abilities of two groups differing in reading achievement

but matched for age, sex, grade placement and intellectual level. The

groups were tested on two learning tasks; discrimination learning where

the stimuli were presented both simultaneously and successively and per-

ceptual learning tasks. The under-achieving readers differed signifi-

cantly on all learning tasks in the direction of poorer performance.

In so far as under-achieving readers are concerned stimulus discrimin-

ation differences would seem to play a critical part in the learning

process. Further analysis of learning processes with under-achievers

would appear the next logical step in elucidating the meaning discrim-

ination, cognitive style, under-achievement issue.

Educational Implications

However educational intervention is not necessarily dependent

upon a resolution of this problem. The current study carries with it

some implications of immediate practical importance.

The results of the present series of studies have clearly shown

that certain groups of students possess significantly different abilities

on a variable (meaning discrimination) closely related to academic
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achievement. That such groups differ in aptitudes, interests and person-

ality traits has long been recognized, however educational practice "has

traditionally viewed these differences as something of an inconvenience

and has only recently recognized the potential advantages of individualized

instruction" (Tallraadge 1968, p. 32).

Educational research has paid much attention to differences in

ability level as seen in the development of such techniques as branching

auto-instructional programs, self-paced learning and classroom grouping.

Only recently (Tallmadge, 1968; Cronbach and Snow, 1969; Berliner, 1970;

Bush, Gregg Smith and McBride, 1965.) has due consideration been paid to

the importance of ability or aptitude type in classroom learning. The

interaction of aptitude and instructional technique is considered by

some (Berliner 1970) as potentially the most significant single source

of variance in classroom learning differences.

The results of such investigations have to date been equivocal.

Edgerton (1968) , Bush Gregg Smith and McBride (1965) Cronbach (1969) and

Berliner (1970) have found positive results in favor of such an inter-

action. Tallmadge (1968) in a study specifically aimed at investigating

the aptitude x treatment interaction, rather than the main effects of

the treatment conditions, found negative results. Such results are

attributed by the author to other interactions "perhaps between the

materials to be learned and the training methods employed, which acted

in such a way as to obscure the interaction of interest." (Tallmadge,

1968. P 35).

In so far as meaning discrimination differences represent an ap-
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titude relevant to academic achievement, the results of the present study

have obvious ramifications for differential instructional techniques.

Under-achievement is often taken as the product of historical environ-

mental factors (dominant mothers, negative reinforcement etc ) which if

corrected would correct the under-achievement, or it is taken as an at-

tribute of the individual (personality syndrome) , a characteristic that

somehow can be changed. It seems more likely that under-achievement, as

with so many other behaviors is a result of the interaction of the indiv-

idual with the environment. This means that while some of the etiology

of the problem is manipulable via the environment and some via the in-

dividual the most opportune place for manipulation is via the interaction

of the individual in the environment. Thus research on just how the

observed meaning discrimination differences may best be instructionally

optimized seems imperative and need not await a resolution to the causal

relations previously discussed.

Another practical implication of the present results is the possib-

ility that the observed differences be utilized in the construction of a

diagnostic test instrument that might be used to detect meaning discrim-

ination, deficiencies early in a child's educational career.

While the current results have come from college students, the tes-

ting technique, especially with the verbal material is most appropriate

for the construction of a diagnostic device. The data on the images

might also be used by reproducing the 35 mm slides as color plates. The

Semantic Differential response situation is an easily reproduced format,

although some changes in the format would be necessary for younger
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children.

The development of a research tool and the replication of the present

study at various age levels would seem a worth-while pursuit, and one

which should be developed alongside a project designed to use the apti-

tude by treatment interaction notion, as diagnosis of aptitudes must be

an integral part of any differential treatment program.

Such a diagnostic tool would shed light on the developmental aspects

of academic achievement, an area of study which has resulted in the con-

clusion that under-achievers have consistently been under-achieving from

grade one and underachievement is thus essentially chronic in nature

(Shaw and McCuen, 1960). Similarly pessimistic is Shaw and Grubb's (1958)

summary

under-achievement among bright students
is not a problem that has its genesis
within the educational framework, but
rather one which the under-achiever
brings with him, at least in embryo
form, when he enters school.

Finally it is worth noting that many of the aims and objectives of

"sensitivity training" appear to be appropriate for persons apparently

performing poorly in discriminating the uniquely meaningful aspects of

their environment. Such training, especially if it develops a more

solid theoretical base and researched set of techniques, may well be of

great value to under-achievement problems, especially in the college

setting.
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Summary

The study was designed to demonstrate the cross-modal generalization

of a meaning discrimination difference between academic achievers and

under-achievers observed by Drakeford and Snider (1970) with verbal

stimuli. To this end 24 college achievers and 24 college under-achievers

were compared on a meaning discrimination task using both auditory and

visual stimuli.

In both the auditory and visual stimulus situations, significant

differences were observed in the discrimination task in favor of the

achievers. The data supported the Drakeford and Snider (1970) finding

in the case of both stimulus modalities, although the effect was more

pronounced with the auditory than with the visual stimuli.

The implications for a theory of under-achievement were analyzed

and some practical applications of the results to current educational

practice discussed.
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APPENDIX A

Meaning fulness Values for Sounds (Norming Study)



ingfulness Values for Sounds (Norming Study)

Sound Name Mean Mean
Assoc Value Polarization Value

1 telephone 10.55 5.80

2 machine gun 10.90 8.55

3 Hey Jude (Beatles) 9.85 6.50

4 card reader 6.95 4.25

5 President Johnson 8.70 4.65

6 baby crying 11.10 6.90

7 growling elephant 11.25 7.20

8 shower 9.55 4.25

9 turnstile 7.85 3.00

10 plastic rustling 7.15 3.35

11 car race 10.15 7.20

12 marching men 12.05 7.95

13 compressor 7.50 2.70

14 Robert F. Kennedy 11.30 6.55

15 Missile 9.30 7.35

16 Body falling 6.45 2.75

17 Coke bottles 6.70 1.95

18 washing machine 12.05 2.75

19 ping pong 12.10 4.95

20 ocean 15.70 5.60



APPENDIX B

Meaning fulness Values for Images (Norming Study)



Meaningfulness Values for Images (Norming Study)

Image Name Mean Mean
Assoc Value Polarization Value

1 Gun 12.20 8.15

Z Diack. abstract 7,05 2.75

o orange 11 .25 5.35

AH Cut gxa.ss 7 .90 3.80

5 I""! V*T^ /^n 3.90

6 kn1 fp in T n

7# iidX i. O . oU

ao jDXue aDScract 7 on H.D5

o plas tic "7 /. n
/ .W 2 .90

IXgnt DUlD in 11;lU.lj c onD .30

11 spoons j.Ud

1/ towelling 7 7n
/ . /u / . JD

1

J

eye gxasses 1 n fin s sn

14 cut glass 8.00 3.55

15 cork 9.60 4.15

16 feathers 7.75 3.65

17 Helmet 10.90 6.25

18 wicker 8.05 5.15

19 green plastic 6.15 3.70

20 Tissues 7.65 4.45
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TEST MATERIALS



Booklet No.

INSTRUCTIONS

The purpose of this study is to measure the meanings of certain imaaes

scai:r"in'do°?i:-thir r ^^^^ giw^ series of trfo a

imagermean to vL sL'
judgments on the basis of what theseimages mean to jou Some of the images may be very meaningful to you, andothers may be meaningless. On each page of this booklet you will find a setof two-word scales. You are to rate the image on each of'these scales L order.

^^r^J-s how you are to use these scales: If you feel that the imagereferred to at the top of the page is very closely related to one end ofthescale, you should place your check mark as follows:

( ^ )()()()()()( ) unfair
fair

or
fair ()<)()()()()( X ) unfair

If you feel that the image is quite closely related to one or the other
end of the scale (but not extremely), you should place your check-mark as
follows

:

^^f^ <)( X )()()()()( ) dangerous
or

s^f^ <)()()()()( X )( ) dangerous

If the image seems only slightly related to one side as opposed to the other
(but is not really neutral ) , then you should check as follows:

soft ()()( X )()()()( ) hard
or

soft ()()()()( X )()( ) hard

The direction toward which you check depends upon which of the two ends of
the scale seem to you most related to the image you are judging.

If you consider the image to be related to neither end of the scale, or if
both sides of the scale are equally related to the image, or if the scale is
completely irrelevant to the image, than you should place your check-mark in
the middle space:

hot ()()()( X )()()( ) cold

IMPORTANT

1) Place your check-mark in the middle of spaces
This Not This

( ) ( ) ( ) ( X ) ( ) ( ) X ( )

2) Be sure you check every scale for every image.

,3) Never put more than one check-mark for a scale.

As you go through the scales do not lock back and forth through them.

Make each scale a separate and independent judgment. Work at a fairly high

speed. Do not worry or puzzle over your judgments, it^ is your first impression

that is wanted. On the other hand, do not be careless. We want your true

impressions

.



A

good

weak

active

stale

large

slow

clean

rough

tense

bad

strong

passive

fresh

small

fast

dirty

smooth

relaxed
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Print-Out of

Analysis of Variance Source

Table (Bio-Med 08V) for Images
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